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List of Forthcoming Articles
A Bound on the Strong Chromatic Index of a Graph. Michael Molloy. Department
of Computer Science, University of Toronto, Toronto, CANADA, M5S 1A4 ; Bruce Reed.
Equipe Combinatoire, CNRS, Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, FRANCE.
Simultaneously Colouring the Edges and Faces of Plane Graphs. Adrian O. Waller.
Department of Mathematics, Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, Surrey,
TW20 0EX, UNITED KINGDOM.
Extensions of Flow Theorems and Short Cycle Covers. Genghua Fan. Department of
Mathematics, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287.
A Note on Alternating Cycles in Edge-Coloured Graphs. Anders Yeo. Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science, Odense University, DENMARK.
A Note on the Generalized Petersen Graphs That Are Also Cayley Graphs. Marko
Lovrec ic Saraz in. Institute of Metals and Technologies, Lepi pot 11, 1111 Ljubljana,
SLOVENIA.
Diagonal Transformation in Quadrangulations and Dehn Twists Preserving Cycle
Parities. Atsuhiro Nakamoto. Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Education,
Yokohama National University, 156 Tokiwadai, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240, JAPAN ;
Katsuhiro Ota. Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio
University, 3-14-1 Hiyoshi, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223, JAPAN.
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